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Welcome to the third bulletin from the IRBC

IRBC Rules Book correction
The IRBC was recently informed of two errors in the latest ISK Books.
In the ISK RULES BOOK Version 2.3 on page 12 item 3.G Setup Times
Change the setup times for “Teams only” from 4 minutes to 5 minutes.

IRBC Judges’ Book correction
In the ISK JUDGES’ BOOK version 2.1 on page 20
Change from: “VI. Scoring Penalties” to “VII. Scoring Penalties”

IRBC member change
Recently Peter Fiedler of STACK Germany resigned as one of the STACK IRBC
Representatives after many years.
Peter has also served as NHJ in Germany and STACK International Head Judge.
Dave Morley of STACK UK was recently appointed as one of the STACK IRBC
Representatives.
Dave is the reigning and four times UK dual-line individual champion
and has been flying sports kites for fourteen years. He has vast
international experience competing in dual-line individual, pair and
team competitions. In addition to being a well traveled competitor,
Dave is also a judge and coach for STACK UK.

SAFETY
¾ The red outer boundary is in place for safety reasons.
¾ Flying or moving over the red outer boundary while competing is a mandatory
disqualification.
¾ For detailed information consult the ISK Rules Book item III.B. Safety
¾ The competitor is ultimately responsible for preventing their kite or themselves from
crossing over the red boundary.
¾ A line judge or field director's failure to warn the flier is not grounds for protest or
overturning a disqualification.
Note: The outer boundary is defined by an imaginary line that runs through the poles, posts,
or other supports that are used to hold the boundary marking material (rope, cord, tape,
etc.), not by the marking material itself.
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